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you'd like to meet, I know Miss Isabel Douglas of Kentucky.
She"
"Sorry," said Mr. MacPherson, decidedly, "but I can't wait over a day
on any account, my dear man."
At
that moment he would have gone a
hundred miles out of bis way to escape meeting this southern paragon.
He 'did not stop to reflect she undoubtedly bad not the slightest desire
of meeting him, either the constant
sound of ber name sad the rehearsal
of ber attractions, bad molded itself
Into a haunting shadow,, pursuing blm,
and be actually disliked the very
thought of her. He wondered crossly
why she never stayed home where she
belonged. Then he went back to New

Miss Douglas
By Fanny Burton

York.

surveyed

ber

brother while be returned the

tall
scru-

tiny with smiling cheerfulness. John
MacPherson was enjoying to the utmost bis little visit to his sister, whom
be bad not seen since ber marriage a
couple of years previous, so he did
not in the least understand why she
shoula-slg- b
and remark seriously, "It's
too bad; yes, It is I"
"What?" be asked, lazily.
"Why, that you got here Just the
day after Isabel Douglas left town,"
responded pretty iittle Mrs. Ransom.
"She's the dearest girl! She's"
"Lives in Kentucky, beautiful as a
dream, glorious brown eyes, most
charming disposition on earth. Is "
"Where'd you meet ber?" broke In
Mrs. Ransom, breathlessly.
"I never bad the pleasure," laughed
her brother. "Only I bad to sit one
whole evening during my visit In Toledo and bear my hostess recount the
charms of this most evasive Isabel
She had left there J list the week before my arrival
I seem to cast a
blighting shadow over ber enjoyment;
at any rate, she runs at my approach."
"Now, Isn't that queer?" said bis
Bister.
"Butr really, John, I'm In
earnest about wanting you to know
ber."
"So was my Toledo hostess," he answered, amusedly. "If only the lady
and I were of a similar mind and as
much in earnest, nothing on earb
could save us from wedding cake and
rice. But we aren't, thank the fates,"
he cried rather fervently.
At the age of 85, John MacPherson, comfortable In bis bachelor quarters in New York, wealthy enough to
Indulge any whim, looked with quiet
and polite pity at the unfortunates
he knew tied down to domestic cares.
He bad fully decided be wanted none
of that for him what happiness he
might miss was more than compensated for in peace and quiet and free
dom.
"You're wrong, Jack," said his
Bister, rather wistfully.
"Aren't you
ever going to abandon your crazy notions and marry some nice girl and
settle down?" '
He threw out his hands in mock dismay as be got to his feet "I'm the
most settled down person you ever
"I'm as
saw. Nan," be protested.
steady as a railway time table and
perfectly contented JuBt as I am. I
could attend the wedding of some other fellow to your amiable Isabel without a qualm."
"No, you couldn't!" said his sister forcibly. "You've never seen
.

.

her!"

Strangely enough, e? en there ha was
not left In peace. One of the newspapers printed a page of pictures and
gossip about beautiful women, and,
Idly glancing it over, the name of
Douglas caught his eye. He groaned
as be looked closer yes, the first
name was Isabel. Then he searched
at
for the picture of her and sta-e- d
It was a very
It half indignantly.
lovely face, more than that, It was
high-breand thoughtful, as well as
perfect In line and form.
But John MacPherson bad seen too
many beautiful women to be especially
attracted by any one In particular.
He wondered Idly what there could be
about this particular girl which bo
hypnotized her friends and acquaintances. In a few weeks she had passed out of bis mind entirely.
But John MacPherson was cot to
slip out of the clutches of determined
With no
fate In this easy fashion.
warning whatever, no premonition of
the trap before blm, be climbed the
steps of a Fifth avenue bouse one
night to fulfill a dinner engagement
His hostess was a charming woman,
He
and ber dinners were famous.
was in .a very pleasant frame of mind.
As he opened the little envelope containing the name of bis dinner partner be exclaimed bo Bbarply that the
footman could not forOn
bear a glance of astonlshmenti
the card was the name of Isabel
d

well-traine- d

MacPherson, Instantly In revolt
meditated flight for an Instant then
realized bow impossible that was, and
that there was nothing to do but go
downstairs and meet her. Never In
bis life had he entertained Buch a
violent prejudice for any woman's society as he now felt for hers. He was
entirely blind to her Innocence of the
manner In which her name had been
rung In bis ears till be hated the
sound of it At any rate, Bhe should
not add him to the list of victims report said strewed her path.
He entered the big drawing room
and greeted bis hostess.
"I've favored you tonight" that lady
said, smiling. "I've given you the prettiest and nicest girl here to take out
to dinner. Do you know Miss Douglas of Kentucky?" .
"I do not" said the hapless Job a
MacPherson. crisply, and mental'.y set
his teeth. In two mlnut.es it w.s all
over and he was properly Introduced
to her. Just what he had expected

of
and Indifference
Wastefulness
to Miss
Them
Cause
Americans
to haunt his ears. During his visit
Many Opportunities.
at his sister's he heard Miss Douglas'
name so frequently on the Hps of visEach year we fill the Merrlmao
itors that be grew half Irritated. It
with wool grease, making It a
any
river
girl should be
was Impossible that
while the towns along its
such a paragon and If she was be
course' buy soap and fertilizer and lu
bad no desire to know her.
umu ana
Such perfection would be tiresome, bricants from Chicago,
coal tar in Massburn
We
so
be
dismissed
add
concluded;
be
coal-ta- r
color
achusetts and Import
ber from bis mind.
Germany.
from
prices
high
When he reached Chicago on bis at
Over the great northwest we burn
homeward way he stopped to transact
Phillips, his lawyer, each year 6,000,000 tons of flax Btraw.
some business.
ton for imported
was most cordial In pressing his New while we pay $40 aNorway.
In the
from
Btock
paper
to
bis
bouse,
out
come
.York client to
paper fiber of
and MacPherson was half Inclined to south 800,000 tons ofare burned with
accept.
His frame of mind experi- the highest grade
which it is atenced an Instantaneous change, how- the cottonseed hulls to
tached or used with tbem to adulever, when Phillips added:
"We've a visitor coming tomorrow terate cattle feed.
renn-sylvani-

'
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Parliamentary Law.
No one man is responsible for parliamentary law. It was born of deliberative exigencies. Us rules, precedents and usages are contained neither
in statutes nor court decisions and are
only binding when a deliberative body
chooses to make them so. Most of the
irules now accepted bad their origin in
'the English parliament. Changes have
jbeen made to meet the needs of our
(legislative bodies,' even as changes
jwwe made. in the English parliament
Ipaxllniei4u7 tew growing from the

Miss Douglas to do was flard to say
he had braced himself for resist
ance. But to his bewilderment Hkfl a
dash of cold water In his face, he realized ' there was absolutely nothing
to resist.
Mis- - Douglas, far lovelier than ber
picture, bad given blm one rare, cordial smile which revealed the secret
of ber power, for it was a smile speak
ing a sympathetic Intercut In the
addressed, and then bad not
paid very much more attention to him,
being interested in the conversation
of a returned Arctic explorer.
MacPherson studied her at his leisure and as the moments passed found
himself grasping wildly at all bis InHe
grained prejudices against her.
had witr enough to reflect in a
way that if the mere Bight of
her was bo disarming, acquaintance
with her might work marvelous
changes In a man's feelings. When
tbey passed out to the dining room
MacPherson found himself baiting for
something to Bay, a tww experience
for blm.
The girl herself broke the Ice by remarking that she thought she knew
bis sister was not Nan Ransom out
west that relative? She had mentioned her brother so often.
By the end of that dinner John MacPherson was miserable, apologetic, at
sea. He did not knbw why he should
be so upset All he realized was that
d
a desire to explain to Miss
Douglas how sorry he was for disliking
be had met ber.
"She certainly got in her special
brand of hypnotic work on me, all
right" he told bis reflection grimly
that night as he took off bia cravat
before the mirror. "But then,
an exception!"
John MacPherson was a man who
went out after what he wanted when
be got bis mind made up. He never
really made up bis mind about Isabel
Douglas, however that Is, deliberately. He did not have time. It was a
fatal attack from the very first Bight
of ber.
And when he asked ber. to
marry blm, after she bad been-- In
New York two weeks only, and ' she
very proper! protested at bis baste.
It plunged him Into despair bo deep
that he made life unbearable for bis
servants.
But Miss Douglas knew ber own
heart too, after several years of experience in refusing numerous suitors, and she did not keep the man she
found she really cared for waiting too
long before Bhe promised to marry
1

panic-stricke-

n

he-.ia-

her-befo- re

him.

"I don't understand it In the least,"
she laughed, blushing and shaking her
head when Bhe had Bald yes.
"Neither do L" agreed John
promptly. "And I Intend to
marry you as Boon as I wheedle you
Into naming the day, for fear you'll
change your mind."
Then be telegraphed his Bister out
west, who knew nothing of what bad
been going on In New York. Mrs. Ransom laughed and cried alternately
when she got the laconic message. It
said:
"I have at last met Isabel.
You
can buy your gown to wear to the
wedding."
Man-Pberso- n

THINGS WE OUGHT TO SAVE

But If be had not Been ber the fame
of Miss Isabel Douglas was destined

A
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Fateful

Mrg. Ransom

'

simple procedure of the Anglo Saxon
town moot to the more compncaieu
machinery of today.
Loving Friends.
Never cast aside your friends, if by
any possibility you can retain them.
We are the weakest of spendthrifts.
If we let one drop off through inattention, or let one puBh another away,
or if we hold aloof from one through
petty jealousy or heedless Blight or
roughness. Would you throw away a
diamond because It scratched rwi?

Cornstalks to an Incalculable tonnage rot or are burned each year,
while chemistry stands ready to convert them into feed containing 80 per
cent of sugars on the dry basis, or
into alcohol for light and power.
Waste molasses is sold for three cents
a gallon or dumped into the streamr
while alcohol sells for 40 cents a galSkim milk is fed to bogs or
lon.
thrown away, because no one has the
enterprise to extract its easeln, which
is worth more than beefsteak for food.
In the face of such conditions we
still meet young men who would Inform us that the day of opportunity
The truth Is that opportunity
Is past.
is knocking not once but insistently
and long at every entrance to the
chemist's laboratory.

to be weighed
against, the Jewels of earth.

MAKE SCREEN

TWO

USEFUL

DECORATIVE
POSSIBILITIES
MANY AND VARIED.

ARE

adjunct to the

In-

terior the Japanese have always been

credited with recognizing and availing
themselves of the screen when planning the furnishing of a house. And
from the east to the west women have
been taught also how useful the
screen can be in a decorative scheme.
By screen perhaps one Insensibly
means the usual fourfold arrangement,
but It Is also meant to convey the
finely carved and artistically designed
oak or similar wood erection which
one find sometimes used Instead of
doors. But such a screen must be In
the right place, and decorators have
long since realized how fine an effect
can be produced by the right kind of
screen In the right place.
And now architects are commencing
to know Its value, and in modern
houses the screen is. to a certain extent, replacing the
door.
That Is to say, In a house boasting, of
five rooms, and not in a suburban villa
residence. By the substitution of the
screen for the ordinary door a house
of vistas is the result. Long rooms
leading one from the other, the decoration of each bo arranged that, the color
scheme and furnishing seem to blend
artistically to form a perfect whole.
And that Is where the decorator triumphs.
Today the four leaf screen has perhaps reached a culminating point in
artistic conception, and In the exquisite handwork which distinguished the
screens which come to America from
Japan, although there are many beautiful examples which are made here.
For instance, for a Louis XV. drawing room nothing could be more in
with the period than a screen in
tapestry.
The latest Japanese screens are the
work of artists who understand and
appreciate the blending of the most
delicate and the most crude colors,
and the result is a masterpiece of
needlework.
On a dark background one design
represents a tall tree standing In a
meadow, and in the long grass are
seen tiny white wild flowers. In an
other panel there is a
a pool, the branches casting deep
s!adows in the water. The framework
of the screen Is lacquer.
Another beautiful screen represents
Mount Fujiyama and the Inland sea.
the rosy light reflected from the snow
clad peak shining on the water; beside
the lake, standing sentinel, there Is a
tall tree, the light shining on the trunk
and turning it to green and gold. In
the water there are some white ducks
disporting themselves. Each panel of
this screen forms a complete picture.
Perhaps the most beautiful of all
was the screen In dull black cloth
which formed a perfect background
for the scene depicted, tall purple and
white Iris growing In a pool, the tall,
spiky leaves being so absolutely per
fect and the flowers so wonderfully
worked as to make one doubt whether
It cou'd be embroidery. Over the pool
hovered a solitary bird with a red
and blue head and a long red bill
which gave the little touch of color
which the picture needed.
har-mo-

GOOD

FISH

DELICACIES

Smoked Eels May Be Made Very pal.
stable for Those Who Like Them
Excellent Clam Pie.

Ideas From the Japanese Worth ConAs Substitute
sideration
for
Ordinary Door a Perfect Color
Scheme May Be Devised.
As a decorative

NO. 20.

n

To Smoke Eels Clean medium sized
eels, leaving the skin on. Wash, dry
and rub each one lightly with salt Set
n a cool place for 24 hours, turning
twice during that time. Put a stick
through the eyes and hang about ten
eels on the stick over a barrel that
has had the bottom removed. Set the
barrel over a pan of burning charcoal
with enough sawdust sprinkled on
top of the coals to make a good smoke.
Cover the barrel with linen sacking
and smoke about three days, accord- ng to the size of the fish.
Clam Pie Take
medium sized
clams, uniform In Blze, lay on a board
and cut in pieces, not too small. Chop
fine a quarter-pound
salt pork, streak
ed lean and fat
Peel and slice In
even pieces as many potatoes as you
desire.
Put in saucepan one tablespoonful
butter and two tablespoons flour.
When blended, pour in little by little
a cupful or more of milk and clam
Juice or water to make a smooth
sauce. Season to taste, then add the
clams.
Make a good crust and line the sides
of a deep baking dish. ' Fill with the
clam mixture, placing the sliced 'pota
toes on top and an Inverted cup in the
center of the dish. Cover with a thin
crust and bake.

METHOD

OF

LARD

TESTING

How One May Be Sure It

Is

Ready

Best Shirt
Bosom Board.

for Its Work

To test the beat of lard In deep
frying, put in a piece of bread, and If
It browns while you count 60, your fat
is hot enough for raw material. If It
browns while you count 40, it Is right
for food prepared from cooked material, such as croquettes.
Use plenty
of lard, which should be strained and
put away for future use.
Tbe best shirt bosom board Is one
made of seasoned wood, a foot wide,
one foot and a half long, and one inch
thick. This should be covered with
two or three thicknesses of flannel.
drawn tight and liberally tacked. Make
outside strips of white cotton cloth fitted to the board and put on a clean
slip every week.
In mixing cake dough, use cups of
exactly the Eame size for measuring
the different Ingredients. National
Food Magazine.
Lemon Washington Pie.
For a palatable new dessert put be
tween layers of cake baked In Washington pie tins lemon filling and
sprinkle the two with powdered or
confectioners' sugar. For the filling,
thoroughly mix one cupful of sugar,
f
tablespoonfuls of
two and
lemons,
flour, tbe grated rind of
cupful of lemon Juice and
one egg, slightly beaten.
Melt one teaspoonful of butter in a
small saucepan, turn In mixture and
cook, stirring constantly until the boiling point Is reached. Great care must
be taken that the mixture does not
adhere to the bottom or sides of tbe
pan. Cool slightly before spreading.
one-hal-

to

one-fourt- h

Delicious German Sulls.
Poll 30 or 35 cests worth of equal

quantities of fresh pigs feet, pork
butts and pig snouts. Just covered In
water, until nice end tender; then
pick out of the broth and cut in small
strips; then return to broth and salt
and pepper to taste; also vinegar;
DarnlAa Stockings.
stir this well; no more cooking re
In darning the holes that Just nat- quired. Pour this Into Individual
urally grow in your boy's stockings try bread pans or any quite deep pan.
Keep In a cool place. Fine for lunch.
running a thread with long over-anover stitches around the edge of the
Maitre d'Hotel Sauce.
hole and darning It tight enough so
Beat a cup of butter until light and
the hole will be neither stretched nor
puckered. Be careful not to draw It smooth, then whip Into It a generous
ion tlsht. then diirn as usual, and tbe spoonful of mrnced parsley and a dash
darn will be not more than half the of white pepper. Beat with a fork to
usual size and level with the goods In a smooth mass, and set on the Ice until wanted.
stead of convex.

One good friend is not

Luncheon Dish.
novel and tempting luncheon dish
may be prepared from a small quanNo Opinion on 8ubject
of well seasoned corned beef bash
tity
you
think
First Cannibal "Don't
filled into halved green peppers that
bad excellent
that last gentleman
have been carefully seeded and boiled
taste in clothes?" Second Cannibal
In salted water for 15 minutes, say
"1 can't say, I didn't eat the clothes."
Today's Magazine. Cover the tops
Life."
with browned bread crumbs and cook
Serve
In a hot oven for ten minutes.
Interented.
with a brown gravy. This is an ex
"A Rubens portrait was sold for cellent method of using a small por- over $11,000 the other day."
tloj)of good material that might otb
"J'4 like to see that reuben,"
rwiae be wasted.
A

A

Hint

The good housekeeper has a novel
way of keeping clean tbe top of the
gas range. She places over the entire
top a piece of asbestos paper, cutting
The paper
holes for the burners.
catches and holds all overflows of
food and prevents them from falling
into the range, where It is difficult to
reach and clean. By using the paper
while cooking and removing It when
the range Is not In use, the work of
frequent cleaning, blacking and polish-in- s
us well, Is reduced to a minimum,

REFUSES

LADY JURY

A

DIVORCE

DEMOCRATIC

DAHLMAN

-

BOTH ATTORNEYS
WERE WOMEN.

COURT

AND

1

Case, Brought Before Fe
male Justice, Results In Verdict
for Mere Man.

Meeker, Colorado. A suit for di
vorce, brought by a woman here,
heard by a woman judge, prosecuted
nd defended by women attorneys,
and lastly decided by a Jury of 12
women, resulted In a victory for the
unhand.
The feminine Jury, without
leaving the box, returned the verdict
denying Mrs. Hiram E, Peck a divorce.
Cruelty and failure to properly supply her financial needs were the al
legations made by Mrs. Peck.
Attorney Hazel Clark represented
the plaintiff and Attorney Eva Skinner defended Mr. Peck. Judge Marguerite Harp occupied the bench. The
clerk of the court was Miss Dorothy
Smith, all residents here.
Mrs. Peck, who Is a large woman,
In her testimony asserted that Peck
who Is a very small man violently
assaulted her with a deadly weapon
following her request to him for a
small amount of money, and finished
the Job by cruelly dragging her around
the room by her hair.
brought out the
Interesting
Information that Mrs.
Peck had been nominated for office
by one of the polltlca parties and had
demanded $100 from Peck for campaign expenses; that Peck, owing to
temporary financial embarrassment,
had been unable to furnish the money;
and that Mrs. Peck then proceeded to
"pound It out" of him.
In the melee, Peck grabbed a feather duster, and with this deadly weapon succeeded in striking his militant
spouse.

.li.M

85

BLOWN

FAST

TRAIN

$131

DITCHED

pixla Flyer Left Rails at Martlnton,
III. Engineer Killed
Pullman
Passengers Bruised.
Chicago, June Z8. One man was
llled and a number of others injured
Vhen the Dixie Flyer, which left here
t 9:30 p. m. bound for Florida, went
the rails at Martlnton, 111., at mid- ight. J. W. Kendricks of Danville,
1., the engineer, was killed.
The flre- lan escaped death by Jumping. AH
lie cars including- - six Pullmans, were
erailed. The passengers were hurled
om their berths and the locomotive
lrned over.
fl

ICKET

AGENT

AN

EMBEZZLER

ylnfield Man Who Mysteriously Dis
appeared, Returns and is
Arrested.
Winfleld, Kan. John E. Erwln,
Icket agent of the Santa Fe here,
.

,1

V.

e
I'zzling $698. His mysterious
Monday caused aa examina-of his books, which was Just
He returned home giving no
Iplanatlon for going away. The d
defalcation extends back to
sjcember.
dlsap-jaranc-

m

fln-Ine-

Won't Allow Sun Dance.
e
Guthrie, Oklahoma. De Forest
and seven other Cheyenne In-a-n
subcblefs returned from Wash-ijtowhere they went to obtain
rmlssIon for the restoration of the
in dance and other aboriginal re- lous ceremonies and also the use
I peyote as a tribal medicine.
In
;ily Mr. Valentine, commissioner of
Man affairs, said the sun dance is
rever barred by statute, and that
ider the Oklahoma laws the traffic
j peyote is .illegal. The commission- said absolutely that peyote is a
jngerous drug.
An-lop-

n,

A Million for a College.
.liddletown. Conn. A million dolls addition endowment fund for
j'sleyan university here was com-te- d
within time prescribed and all
jts were paid. One friend gave
i.OOO for a swimming pool annex tc
jj gymnasium.
j
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RETIRING PRESIDENT TELLS OF
LEGISLATION
SECURED.

Leaders of Manchu Movement Hold
Secret Meetings to Organize
Another Uprising.

Every National Organization
Seeks Help of Federation-W- ant
Cleaner News.

troops
Hongkong, China. British
have been dispatched from here to
guard the frontier, tfhere they will
remain for an indefinite period. Canton is in a ferment and all trains
coming from Canton to Hongkong
have been delayed owing to troubles
on the railroad. Several of the locomotives have been tampered with.
The leaders of the Manchu movement are known to be resident in the
Porguese dependency of Macao, and
Quantities of money
in Hongkong.
are coming into the southern provinces and arms and ammunition have
been smuggled extensively into the
province of Kwan-Tunwhile secret
meetings have been held to organize
an uprising in
and Canton.
The policy of the government officials is very unpopular.

San Francisco, Cal. What the club
of the country, are doing
what they have done In the last
four years and what they intended to
do in the future were the general outlines of the valedictory delivered by
Mrs. Philip North Moore of St. Louis,
retiring president of the General Federation of Women's clubs, now in session here for its eleventh biennial
convention.
Among the accomplishments listed,
Mrs. Moore sald'that the country at
large had. the club women to thank
for the pure food law, the preservation of Niagara Falls from the greed
of power companies, t,he passage of
the Weeks bill for the conservation
of forest lands and much legislation
looking to the welfare of women and
children.'
For the future she urged that
women address themselves particularly to international
and industrial
peace, regulation of the press and the
drama, education, inspection of factories and other establishments
in
which women are employed and a
closer watch on national legislation
affecting social and civic life.
It was flattering to women that
nearly everq national organization
looking for power had come to seek
the
of the federation,
she Bald.
Details of divorce, scandal and
crime, she said, were less and less
tolerable to women. "An Item of
news," she said, "we must accept, but
the unsavory details are no longer
news."

KILLED NIGHT

PROWLER

Woman Fired Through
of Her Home and Shot
Banker's Son.

Door

Macon, Missouri. Mrs. James L.
Keown, 33 years old, shot and killed
James McCracken at midnight. Mrs.
Keown said her husband died at Meridian, Miss., and she was up late be-

CHINA'S TROUBLES NOT

women

McLeansboro, Illinois. While cut
jtlng wheat on his farm two milee
least of here, George James found a
Better that had been blown from Bush,
5 miles away, by a tornado which
blmost destroyed that town in April.
The letter is postmarked Pitts- tmrgh, Pa., August 11, 1911, and con- alned four drafts aggregating $131.10,
tallan stamps worth $2.25 and United
States stamps worth 13 cents.
The letter and drafts were written
n Italian. They were turned over to
in attorney of this' city who will en- leavor to find Lulgi Curinga, to whom
he letter was addressed.
CHICAGO

Macon

WOMEN'S CLU3S CLAIM CREDIT

Says

MILES

Missive Containing Drafts 1o?
Found by Farmer In Wheat
Field.

WIDOW

OMAHA

Among tho various Demooratlo clubs that attended the Baltimore convention was the Dahlman club of Omaha. "The Cowboy Mayor of Omaha"
Is holding the umbrella.
Dahlman was formerly an ardent Bryan booster,
but today they are bitter enemies. Most of the members are Harmon
men.

n

WAS

OF

t

Colorado

LETTER

CLUB

ENDED

Wu-Cho-

BLACKMAILED

DISTRICT

JUDGE

Two Men Found Guilty In Harper
County, Kansas Case, Face
Heavy Penalty.

cause of her sorrow and expecting his
body to arrive.
Shortly before midnight someone
rapped at the front door and Bhe ordered him away, but the rapping continued five times and the person
muttered something which she could
not understand. She took her pistol
and fired once through the door. Then
she opened the door and saw a man
in the garden. Thinking he Intended
harm she fired again and the man disappeared from her view. Neighbors
aroused by the shots found McCracken lying on tho ground. He was
taken to a doctor's office where he
died.
McCracken was the son of a banker
at Gait, Mo. Mrs. Keown has two
small children. She was arrested.
NEW KANSAS RAILROAD FINANCED

Cherryvale, Oklahoma & Texas Bonds
Were Sold by Popular Subscription in France.

-

SPITTING

EVIL

Allegation Is Made That the Habit la
Responsible for 95 Per Cent,
of Consumption Cases.
per cent of our
says the North Carolina
state board of health, "come from
careless spitting, coughing and sneezing," particularly on the part of the
consumptive, but also from people
who are apparently healthy. "Spit Is
frequently laden with deadly disease
germs, particularly that o consumptives.
"When one coughs, spits or sneezes,
a great multitude of tiny drops of
spittle are violently expelled from the
mouth ahd nose. The largest of these
drops can be readily seen. A large
number of smaller droplets can be
found If a mirror or piece of glass Is
held before the face when coughing
or sneezing. A tremendous quantity
of still smaller droplets are discharged in the form ot an Invisible
spray or mist, which floats about in
the air for some time. Scientists
have found that when a man coughs,
spits or sneezes in a large hall or
room where the air is quieL these
droplets
tiny, invisible germ-'.ade- n
will float in the air for a distance of
25 to 100 feet. These tiny droplets,
in the form of mist or spray, may be
breathed in by other people, or they
may settle on objects with which
they come into intimate contact, such
as food and .clothing. Viewed in this
light, such conduct-- ' Is at least impolite. Furthermore, It is dangerous
to the public at large to have careless
people actually coughing, sneezing and
spitting germ-ladematter into their
faces, even if it is Invisible and in the
form of fine mist.
"Ninety-fiv- e
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Wichita, Kansas. The Cherryvale,
Oklahoma & Texas railroad is an assured fact, according to Senator
Samuel Porter of Caney, Kan., one of
the promoters and a representative
of the men behind the venture. Mr.
Porter was in Wichita conferring with
Earle Evans, attorney, who has appeared for the other side in litigation
Left No Room for Doubt.
regarding the validity of bonds voted
Wichita lawyers are yet talking
for the road in France and announced
about the way Wallace B. Baker, who
that the financial difficulties had been was
found guilty recently in the 4ls'
surmounted.
mortgaged
The bonds for the road were offered trlct court of selling
ot
property,
ignorance
his
showed
popular
subscription
at
in France and
prosecuting
attor
married
life.
The
Worth
several million dollars'
of them
were taken. The projected road ex- ney was trying to Bhow that Baker
tends from Caney, Kan., Into Okla- wasn't married. He asked Baker the
following questions.
homa and Texas.
"Did you ever send your wife anji
dresses?"
RESULT OF STRIKE VOTE HELD UJ
"Yes, I sent her four dresses."
"What kind of dresses did you sent,
Railroad Men Complete Count, But her?"
Refuse Information Pending
"I sent her one good ' dress anj
Further Negotiations.
three common dresses."
"How much did you pay for the
St. Louis, Mo. Pending further good dress, Mr. Baker?"
"Oh, I guess about $4.50."
efforts to bring about an adjustment
of the trouble between the members
The lawyer put Mr. Baker down
of the Federation of Federations, and then and there as an unmarried man
their employers, the railroads west and a poor guesser. Exchange.
of Chicago, the result' of the referen
dum strike vote will not be announced.
What Difference Did It Make?
Walking behind some colored girls,
The counting of the ballots has Just
homeward bound from school, in a
been completed.
Negotiations with the general man- Missouri town once upon a time, a
agers of the railroads will be con- visitor overheard the following unand
ducted by correspondence, and it was blushing and giggling,
assertion of indivldu
said that the offices of Commissioner sparkling-eye- d
ality from one of them: "Yeh, she
Charles P. Neill may be solicited.
The executive committee, which kep' me in, but I don' know lnny mo'
counted the ballots, will meet again "bout Caesar now "n I did befo' nan.
August 10, at a place yet to be se- An' ef she kep' me in twel Gabriel
blows his horn I wuden know an' I
lected.
wudden care. What diffunce it make
to me whut ol' man Caesar done away
STOVE EXPLODED, FOUR BURNED
yandeh befo'dewaw!" Evening Post.

Topeka, Kansas. A Jury in the
Shawnee county court brought in a
verdict of guilty against C. J. Black
of Council 'Grove and H. C. Erlcson Of
Topeka, charged with blackmailing
District Judge Preston B. Gillette of
Anthony, Kan. E. C. Wilcox, county
attorney of Harper county, was acquitted.
According to the charges against
Black, Ericson and Wilcox, they
Leta Foster, 16 years old, qt
Harper county, to accuse Jidge Gillette on statutory grounds.
Miss Foster repudiated the affidavit She said she was forced to
sign it by Erlcson and Black. The
SILOAM SPRINGS STORM SERIOUS penalty for the crime is one year In
Jail and $1,000 fine.
Kansan and His Wife Fatally Injured
One Life Lost and Property Damage
and Home Ruined in Peculiar
IMITATED
AMERICAN
Will Amount to $100,000
MEIH0DS
Accident.
Heavy Crop Losses.
Austrian In Kansas Tried to Bribe
Great Bend, Kansas. As the result
Fort Smith, Arkansas. One life
of the explosion of a coal stove at the
Justice in Joint Case Had
was lost and property damaged to the
Bad Luck.
home of Joe Stoss near Olmutz in this
extent of $100,000 by a storm that
county, Stoss and his wife probably
struck Siloam Springs in Benton counPittsburg, Kansas. A short time will die. Their
boy
ty.
ago the officers raided the home o( and a harvest hand were burned, seNewton Cate, 10 years old, was Joe Kaloric, an Austrian, near Frank- verely, .but probably will recover.
The
electrocised when he stepped on a lin and, finding a supply of liquor, ar- house was burned.
telephone wire that had become rested Mrs. Kaloric,
The house was a fine new structure.
and she was sencrossed with an electric light wire tenced by Judge Curran to a Jail term. It is thought they had poured
coal oil
four miles west of Siloam.
However, the Judge agreed to parole in the stove to Ignite the fire and the
The storm assumed proportions of her.
explosion followed.
a tornado. The city's electric light
While the parole papers were being
and telephone plants were badly dam- made out, Kaloric and Mike Sphar, an
New Organ for Zion. '
aged. The rain and wind also caused Interpreter, took Judge
off to
Curran
ZIon
III. A new pipe organ,
City,
heavy losses to the fruit crop.
one side of the courtroom and offered one of the largest in the world, has
him money, it is said, to "do Justice" Just been installed in the tabernacle
Canadian Storm Killed Many.
in the case. A few minutes later Judge here at the direction of Overseer
.Winnipeg, Manitoba. Between 300 Curran sentenced
both the men to JalJ Wilbur Glenn Vollva and dedicated.
dampersons
400
were killed and
and
contempt of court.
for
Students from the University of
age estimated at $10,000,QOO was done
Northwestern
university and
by a tornado which struck
Reglna,
Mrs. Simpson's Petition Faulty.
Lake Forest college and officers from
Saskatchewan.
business
Several
Wichita, Kansas. Mrs. Jerry Simp the United States naval training stablocks, apartment bouses and many
residences were wrecked. Wires are son, widow of the late congressman tion at North Chicago were among
down and scores of persons wera in from the seventh district, who filed the invited guests.
nomination papers in the district
Jured.
court here to become a candidate for
Mrs. Simpson In Politics.
county superintendent on the SocialWichita, Kansas. Mrs. Jerry SimpOrdain Atchison Priests.
Atchison, Kansas. The Rt. Rev. ist ticket, failed to have ample names son, widow of the sockless statesman
John Ward, bishop of the Leaven on her petitions, and they were thrown from the old Kansas "big seventh"
congressional district, has announced
worth diocese, will ordain two youngJ out.
herself a candidate for superintendent
priests who are Just completing their
Judge Musser of Salina Dead.
of public instruction
Sedgwick
in
preliminary
studies for the priestSalina, Kansas. Judge W. F. Mus- county on the Socialist ticket. She is
hood here. Father Raymond and Father Sylvester. The ordination services ser, an attorney in this city for many a spiritualist and claims her late huswill be held at St. Benedict's cathe- years and for 12 years the probata band's spirit has prompted her to
Judge of Saline county, died at St. make the race, saying she will win.
dral.
Barnabas hospital here. He was 55
Killed by a Hay Rake.'
?ears old.
Prisoners Can Celebrate.
Hunnewell, Kansas. John Harding,
Pittsburg, Kansas.
O. S. Casad
d
son of a farmer, was
Pittsburg's police Judge, Is patriGasoline Engine Exploded. '
killed while raking alfalfa with a team
Gutbvle, Oklahoma. Monroe
otic. He has announced that he
supposed to be gentle. A rake tooth
38 years old, a homesteader
will release from the city Jail all priscaught in a wire fence, breaking the
oners confined there July 4, upon their near Hydro, was killed by the explosigning a pledge which he has pre- sion of a gasoline engine at the Hydro tongue, and the horses ran, dragging
pared, promising to return to the Jail elevator while he was unloading the boy 80 yards. A rake tooth penetrated bla skull,
the evening ot that day,
wheat.
'
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rich-voice- d

If some people have any good In
them they evidently keep it bottled up

pretty tight.

DUBIOUS

About What Her Husband Would Say.
A Mich, woman tried Postum because coffee disagreed with her and
her husband. Tea is Just as harmful as coffee because it contains caffeine the same drug found in coffee. She writes:
"My husband was sick for three
years with catarrh of the bladder, and
palpitation of the heart, caused by
coffee.
Was unable to work at all
and in bed part of the time.
"I had stomach trouble, was weak
and fretful so I could not attend to
my housework both of us using cof
fee all the time and not realizing it
was harmful.
"One morning the, grocer's wife
said she believed coffee was the cause
of our trouble and advised Postum. I
took it home rather dubious what my
husband would say he was fond of
coffee.

"But I took coffee right oft the table
and we haven't used a cup of it since.
You should have seen the change iq
us, and now my husband never com
plains of heart palpitation any more.
My stomach trouble went away in two
weeks after I began Postum. My chll
dren love. It, and it does them good,
which can't be said of coffee.
"A lady visited us who was usually
half sick. I told her I'd make her a
cup of Postum. She said it was taste
less stuff, but she watched me make
it, boiling it thoroughly for 15 minutes,
and when done, she said it was splendid.
Long boiling brings out the flavor and food quality." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Look in pkgs. for the famous 1UU
book, "The Road to Wellville."
Ever rend ttaa aboir latter? A mmW
n anprnra from Umm to lime. They
are aeniitaa, true, and tall ( haataa
In tare u

dim, glowing windows; and all too pathetic. Unable to assign Its source
he attributed It to the
soon, again, It swung off from the elsewhere,
highway Into a private drive, crunched stricken man at his feet; and In a des-

SERIA

perate hope that the pulse ot life
might still linger In Sypher's body, be
knelt withdrew the knife, turned the
galow.
O'Rourke got down, discharged the corpse upon Its back, and laid his ear
driver and ascended the steps, a little to Its breast, above the heart Bepuzzled to find no one waiting to wel- yond dispute, Sypher was dead.
"Poorvdlvvle!" muttered the Irish- come him, whether Sypher, Miss PynV . "Thai Prl
f riomal
sent, or at worst a servant Surely man.
he was expected.
But nobody
appeared. The "grating tires of the
CHTER XXXII.
departing tikkagharry had made noise
enough to apprise the household of
For several minutes O'Rourke rethe arrival of a guest, one would think.
mained beside the body, making two
Nevertheless O'Rourke remained
notable discoveries. For he was quick
He str6ked his chin, perplexed, won- to note the fact that one of the dead
dering If by mischance the native man's hands was tightly clenched,
and
driver had brought him to the wrong while the other lay half-opebungalow. But it was now too late to limp. The former was closed upon a
call blm back and make sure. And leather thong so stout as to resist any
this verandah? still and empty as It attempt to break It by main strength,
was, softly lighted by lanterns depend- so firmly held that the murderer had
ent from Its roof, was to hlra a small found It necessary to sever it with
oasis In a world of. darkness. With- a knife. The knife Itself was there,
out advice he was lost, oould find bis for proof of this; the sheen of light
way no other where. He would have upon Its mother-of-pear- l
handle caught
simply to wait until the house- the Irishman's eye.
Picking It up, be subjected it to a
hold came to life, or until by his own
efforts he succeeded In quickening It close examination
that however,
He tried to do this latter to the gleaned no Information. It was simbest of his ability by tapping a sum- ply a small pocket penknife, little
mons on the door-JamThrough the worn, with blades of German steel. It
wire insect-screen- s
a broad hallway carried no identifying marks. and told
and a staircase rising to the upper him but one thing that the assasnln
bad been a European; a native would
floor were visible. Limp,
never have bothered with so Ineffecrugs conceived in pleasing
protected the hardwood floor- tual a thing when a sturdy weapon,
ing. To the right a door stood ajar serviceable alike for offense and deand permitted a broad shaft of light fense, would have served Its purpose
to escape from the room beyond.
On equally well.
From this he turned to the dagger
the other hand a similar door, likewise open, showed a dimmer glow. which he had taken from the body;
Two other doors were closed; a stiletto with a plain ebony handle,
apparently
O'Rourke assumed that they led to unmarked, unscratched,
fresh from the dealer's showcase. It
the kitchen offices.
Having waited a few momentB with- meant nothing, save that It Indicated
out event, the Irishman knocked a sec- still more strongly that the murderer
ond time, and would have knocked a was most probably not a native. A
third when he thought better of It Greek or an Italian, a Genoese sailor
and glanced at his watch. It was only or a native of Southern France say
a matter of ten minutes after eight; a seafaring man out ot Marseilles
might bave carried it
strictly Interpreting
the intent of
"Oho!" said O'Rourke, speculative.
Sypher's Invitation, be was a trifle
early. Presumably the servants were "A Frenchman, mayhap!"
all out of earshot, preoccupied with
preparations for the meal; while
Sypher and his niece were most probably still dressing.
With an Impatient air O'Rourke
turned back to the veranda. A 'hammock in one corner was swinging Idly
In the breeze.
A number of wicker
armchairs stood about. Invitingly furnished with cushions. O'Rourke selected one and disposed himself to

over gravel and stopped before the
Illuminated veranda of a native bun-
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8YNOPSIS.
The story opens at Monte Carlo with
Col. Terence O'Rourke,
a military free
lance and something of a Rambler, In his
hdtel. Leaning on the balcony he sees a
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
elevator and pasties from Bight. At the
gaming table O'Rourke notices two men
watching him. ene Is the Hon. Bertie
Ulynn, while his companion Is Viscount
I)es Trebes, a duelist. The viscount tells
him the French government has directed
him to O'Rourke as a man who would
undertake a secret mission. At his apartment, O'Rourke, who had agreed to undertake the mission, finds a mysteriousa
letter. The viscount arrives, hands
sealed package to O'Rourke, who Is not
to open It until on the ocean. A pair of
dainty slippers are seen protruding from
under a doorway curtain. The Irishman
finds the owner of the mysterious feet to
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom he had
run away a year (Trevlous. They are
reconciled, and opening the letter he finds
that a Rangoon law firm offers him
100,000 pounds for a Jewel known as the
Pool of Fla me and left to him by a dying friend, but now in keeping of one
named Chambret In Algeria. O'Rourke
worsts 'the nobleman In a. duel. The wife
bids O'Rourke farewell and he promises
to soon return with the reward. He discovers both Glynn and the viscount on
board the ship. As he finds Chambret
there Is an attack by bandits and his
friend dies telling O'Rourke that he has
left the Pool of Flame with the governor
general, who at sight of a signet ring
given the colonel will deliver over the
Jewel Arriving at Algeria the Irishman
finds the governor general away. Des
Trebes makes a mysterious appointment,
and tells O'Rourke that he nas gained
possession of the Jewel by stealing It. In
a duel O'Rourke masters the viscount,
secures possession of the Pool of Flame
and starts by ship for Rangoon. He finds
who tries to
the captain to be a smuggler
secured by
steal the Jewel. It is finally escapes
to
the captain and O'Rourke
Danny
and
one
of
aid
With
the
land.
his sweetheart. O'Rourke recovers the
Pool of Flame. On board ship once more,
bound for Rangoon, a mysterious lady
appears. O'Rourke comes upon a lascar
about to attack the lady, who Is a Mrs.
Prynne, and kicks the man Into the hold.
Mrs. Prynne claims she Is en route for
Indiana on a mission for the king.
O'Rourke Is attacked by the lascar, who
secures the Pool of Flame, the captain
Is shot and the lascar Jumps Into the sea.
The ship arrives In port. Danny hands
O'Rourke the Pool of Flame which he
Is the
has stolen from Mrs. Prynne.sea Itbeing
a
real Jewel, the one lost at
O'Rourke goes to Calcutta
counterfeit.
'
disguised.
He
and discovers Des Trebes
now knows that Mrs. Prynne was an accomplice. Finally he gets to the lawyer
who has offered the reward, delivers the
Jewel and gets the money.

CHAPTER XXX. (Continued.)
Sypher had very explicitly named
his dinner hour, after the formal English fashion, nowhere and by nobody
more rigidly observed than by the
Englishman In the Orient; "eight for
"
he bad said. ' And as
O'Rourke, a very dignified and Imposing O'Rourke In his evening dress,
waited for a sampan on the lower
grating of the Poonah's passenger
s
gangplank he had a round
for an hour for leeway ample leisure for an Interested Inspection of
that part of Rangoon lying between
the floating Jetty and Sypher's residence In a suburb near Dalhousle
Park.
Danny remained aboard ship only
temporarily, being Instructed to follow
with O'Rourke's belongings to suitable
accommodations' already engaged at a
hotel on the Strand, overlooking the
from whose windows
roadstead;
O'Rourke was promising himself the
pleasure of watching the arrival of
the steamship bearing his wife to his
arms.
"Bless her dear facet" said he softly. " 'Tls meself will be desolated If
he's not aboard that Messagerles boat
due tomorrow now that I can go
back to ber, a man of property, no
I
l
Think
longer a pauper
of that, ye lucky dog I"
A sampan slid noiselessly In beside
the grating. O'Rourke let himself cautiously Into It- and Incontinently collapsed upon the rear seat as the boat
slid away toward the shore lights,
yielding to the vigorous sweeps of the
single long oar wielded by the Bur-maIn the bows.
Ashore, a tikkagharry caught him
up and bore him down the silent road
that winds between the Strand and
the river's edge, then whipped Into
Mogul street, where the fluent tide
of life ran broad and deep beneath a
glare of light
- All too quickly
the llkka whisked
out of the main channel of the city's
life, out beyond the Mohammedan
mosque and the Chettl's ball and the
Christian chapel, and Into the soft,
dense nlgbt of the countryside a
world ot darkness sparsely studded with
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the erline was resolved Into solicitude
for the girl. What oould have happened to her? What bad become of
the servants, whose sudden desertion
had left the house so elnlsterly quiet?
Swept on by a fervor of anxiety on
the girl's behalf, O'Rourke glanced
quickly about the study to assure himself that he had overlooked nothing of
Importance, then passed out Into the
Here the
main hall or reception-room- .
most searching Inspection revealed
nothing amiss. Ho moved on to the
other room on the main floor and
here
found himself In the dining-room- ;
again all was in perfect order.
The kitchen offices in the rear of
the bouse'next received his attention;
he found them completely untenanted,
having apparently been abandoned In
desperate baste. Everything was In
disorder; the meal be had been Invited to partake of was cooking to cinders In pots and ovens; a heavy offense ot burning food thickened the
be left the
atmosphere.
place as quickly as possible, returned
to the main hall and ascended to the
upper story.
Here he found three
and a bath. He first entered Sypher's,
then the room evidently occupied by
Miss Pynsent finally what was undiscovquestionably a
ering nothing noteworthy until he
reached the latter. And here he reThrown carelessly
ceived a shock.
across the foot of the bed was a woman's evening wrap, while on the bureau
were gloves, long, white and fresh, but
wrinkled from recent wear, and a silken veil. Plainly these were the property of the fourth guest, whose place
bad been set at the table below, but
of whose Identity be bad not been apprised. Presumably, he reflected, she
(whoever she was) bad been Intended
as the fulfillment ot Sypher's hinted
surprise.
A guess formed vaguely In his brain,
and suddenly curdled Into a suspicion.
He took the gloves In his hand, examining them for marks of Identification, but found none. But In one corner ot the veil he discovered an embroidered Initial the letter B.
"Beatrix?" be guessed ljusklly. "Is
Half-stifle-

guest-chambe-

:

g

Pi

:

wait

After five minutes he frowned
thoughtfully and lit a cigarette.
. "Faith, 'tis a fine surprise he's given me," he said, irresolute.
"But It
can't be premeditated Insult
Why
should It be? And they can't all be
out 'Tls sorry I am I let that driver
go; more than likely this will be the
wrong house entirely. That must be
the trouble. I'll Just go, quietly fold
up me tent and decamp before the Inhabitants, If any there be, discover
me and run me off the premises."
But at the head of the steps, with
foot poised to descend, something restrained him; it would be difficult to
say what, unless It were the unbroken,
steadfast uncanny quiet "I'll have a
look," he determined suddenly; "perhaps . . ."
He turned to the right and stopped
before a long, open window, looking
Into what seemed to be a music room
and library combined. Brilliantly Illuminated by hanging lamps ot unusual brilliancy, the Interior was clearly revealed. And with an abrupt exclamation the adventurer entered, feeling for the revolver, to carry which
had of late become habitual with him.
The room was simply furnished. It
tastefully. There was a grand piano
near the veranda windows with a mu-slrack and cabinet near by. Dispersed about the floor were a few comfortable chairs, a rug of rare Oriental texture, two consoles adorned with
valuable porcelains. In the middle of
the room stood a draped center-tabllittered with books and magazines; tod
ward the back a long,
desk.
And against the rear wall, ordinarily
hidden by. a folding screen of Japanese manufacture, now swept aside,
was a small steel safe. Upon this
O'Rourke's atteqtion was centered.
He remarked that it looked new and
very strong; it was open, disclosing
a variety of pigeonholes more or less
occupied by docketed documents, and
a smaller Interior strong-box- .
Betwaen the desk and the safe a man
lay prone and quite motionless.
He
was dressed for a ceremonious dinner,
and apparently had been struck down
In the act of stepping from bis desk
to the safe. For beyond all doubt be
had been murdered. The haft of a
knife protruded from bis back, burled
to Its hilt JuBt beneath his left shoulder-o

O'Rourke moved over to the body
and lifted It by the shoulders, turning the face to the light Then, with
a low oath, he dropped it
A small sound, so slight as to be all
Indistinguishable,
penetrated
but
He stood
O'Rourke's stupefaction.
erect, looking about, telling himself
that the noise resembled as much as
anything the hushed cry of a child
sobbing in sleep, soft and lnflultely
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and limpid eyes of youth, all througV
that voyage, been looking forward to
such a scene, to such a tragic ending
as this? Could she bave afforded the
Frenchman the aid he needed to consummate his chosen crime?
For he was now ready to believe Des
Trebea the prime mover In this terrible affair; he no longer entertained
a shred of doubt that his enemy bad
traveled with him from Calcutta under the disguise of "De Hyeres." And
he believed the man had planned this
thing far ahead; else would he bave
surely taken some overt step to prevent O'Rourke from delivering the
ruby to Sypher. He divined acutely
that, despairing of any further attempt to win the Jewel from him, Des
Trebes bad turned his wits to the task
of stealing It from Bypber; somebody
naturally much less to be feared than
the adventurer.
But on the other hand, If the girl
bad not been Des Trebes' assistant
what had become ot ber? And what
of her guest the lady one of whose
Initials was B?
It was not Inconsistent with Des
Trebes' whole-heartevillainy that be
should employ a gang of thugs sufficiently large to overpower and make
away with bodily and In a body Miss
Pynsent, her guest and the servants;
.
. . "Great God!" cried O'Rourke.
"If it be In truth my wife I"
Without presage a thin but imperv
tlve tintinnabulation broke upon the
silence of the house of death. O'Rourke
Jumped as If shot Somewhere In one
of the other rooms a telephone bell
was ringing. It ceased, leaving a
strident stillness; but before he could
move to find the Instrument and answer the call, there rose a second time
that moaning sob which first be had
attributed to an Impossible source,
then, In the turmoil of his thoughts,
had forgotten.
He waited, listening Intently. The
telephone called again and again subsided. Then a third time he heard the
groan, more faint than before, but sufficiently loud to suggest Us source.
He moved warily toward the windows
and out upon the veranda, hounded
by the telephone.
But that would
have to wait; here was a more urgent matter to his band. Between tbe
long, Insistent rings tbe moaning waa
again audible; and this time he located it acurately. It came from the
lawn, near tbe edge of the veranda.
He stepped off carefully, but almost
stumbled over the body of a man who
lay there, huddled and moaning.
"And another!" whispered the
venturer, awed. "Faith, this Pool
Flame . . .1"
He was at once completely horrified
and utterly dumbfounded. Nothing he
had come upon within the bungalow
seemed to indicate that there bad been
anything in the nature ot a struggle
prior to the assassination ot Sypher.
He had up to thlc moment considered
It nothing but a
and cow
ardly murder; the man had apparent
ly been struck down from behind in total Ignorance of his danger. O'Rourke
had deduced that Sypher had risen
from the desk to put the Jewel in his
safe; and that while he was so engaged the assassin, till then skulking
outside the long windows and waiting
for a moment when his victim's back
should be turned, had entered and
struck. . . But how could he reconcile that hypothesis with this man wbo
lay weltering and at the point of death
at the veranda edge?
Indeed, he could not do so. But
this victim, at least was not yet dead;
If be had strength to moan, he might
yet be revived, at least temporarily.
Without delay, then, tbe Irishman
grasped tbe man beneath the armpits,
and, lifting him bodily to the veranda,
dragged him Into the library. Not until be placed hlra In the middle of tbe
floor, beneath tbe blare of the lamplight, did O'Rourke have an opportunity, to observe his features. But
now as he dropped to his knees beside
the body, his wondering cry testified
to immediate recognition.
Tbe latest name to be Inscribed on
death-rol- l
the long and
of the Pool of Flame waa that of Paul
Maurice, Vlcomte des Trebes; or, if
there were Ufa enough left in the
man to enable him to insist upon his
Dom de guerre (the wanderer reflected
grimly) Raoul de Hyeres.
"What next?" wondered O'Rourke.
"What can the meaning ot it all be!
now?"

...

Beyond All Doubt, He Had Been Murdered.
He got up, satisfied that he would
I ear i. nothing more by continuing
his
search ot the solicitor's body. The

mental link between the fact of the
crime and its perpetrator was inevitable; O'Rourke believed Implicitly that
Sypher had been murdered by Des
Trebes masquerading as "De Hyerea."
And be could have done himself an
Injury In the Impotent fury aroused by
realization that he had permitted himself to be so childishly hoodwinked,
despite the suspicions he had enter"De Hyerea."
tained of the
He felt himself responsible, since be
bad neglected to warn Sypher. It bad
been on his tongue's tip that afternoon, when Sypher himself had diverted the warning by his request that the
O'Rourke could more comfortably spin
his yarn after they had dined.
"Poor dlvvle!" said the adventurer
again. He stooped to spread bis
handkerchief over the .staring, pitiful
face. "And poor, poor young woman I "
He was startled by the thought of
ber; for the first time It entered Into
his comprehension, until then bounded
by the hard and fast fact of the murder. Now instantly his concern about
sol-disa-

It possible?
He promised me
a surprise. . . . Twould bave been
like her to plan It with htm and 'tis
quite possible she reached Rangoon
before I. . . . My wife! . . ."
Hastily be returned to the evening
wrap, a fascinating contrivance ot lace
and satin unquestionably the last cry
of the Parisian mode, such a wrap as
bis wife might well have worn. But
beyond Paquln's label stitched Inside
Its dainty pocket It boasted no distinguishing mark.
He stumbled hurriedly from the
room and down the stairs, returning
to the study where Sypher's body
lay; tortured by mounting fears, he
stood and looked blankly about him,
at a loss where next to turn, If almost
prefer naturally alive to every sound
or sight that might afford him a clue.
. . . He fought against a suspicion
that crawled like a viper in his brain.
Had he, after all, been deceived in
Sypher's niece. Miss Pynsent?
Had
that innocent charm ot hers been a
thing assumed, a cloak for criminal duplicity? Had she In reality been Des
Trebes' accomplice? Had those clear

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Fascination of Football.
Edgar M. Church, the famous tootball veteran of Philadelphia, was talk4
Ing at Franklin field about football's!
cbarma. "When I was playing in '91's
class games," said he, "there was a '9l
chap who lost a dear relative. The
funeral took place the day we played.
'92, and, at the game's end. as I watj
crossing over to the college, the tu
neral procession gilded slowly past
All of a sudden a bead was thrust out
of one of the mourning coaches and s
voice said: 'Have we licked 'em
Churchy?'
Tes,' said I. 'Hurrah!
shouted my clastmate, and drew lit
bis heal again, and drove on sorrow
Ing." Phlladelphlt Times.
To exnect gratitude is very oftea tri
expect wages for something that youj
really did for your own grauacauon

ONCE MORE WORLD'S GRANARK

r
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Turkish Government Indulges In Ambitious Schemes for Development
of Mesopotamia.
Tn cplte of Its external troubles, the
Turkish government Is engaged In advancing the big schemes for the development of Mesopotamia, which,
when completed, will result In the
transformation of an arid desert . region as extensive as the Nile 'valley
Into smiling cornfields.
The sum Involved In the huge Irrigation works which will be necessary to accomplish this transformation
Is put at some $150,000,000, and the
Immediate concern of the Turkish authorities Is to place a contract for the
Initial stage of the schemes, which
provides for irrigation works in connection with the barrage which controls the flood water of the River Euphrates, at present under construction.
Some Idea of the vast Importance of
these schemes may be gathered from
the fact that their accomplishment
wtll enable sufficient grain to be
grown to affect the wheat markets of
the whole world. In the olden days
the whole of the Euphrates delta was
Irrigated, and the luxurious growth of
grain excited the wonder of Greek
travelers, who visited the East. According to Herodotus, the soil yielded
three hundredfold, and there Is no
doubt that these alluvial flats were
one of the chief granaries of the world.
The whole story of these regions Is
a romance. It Is still the popular belief that the Garden of Eden was situated here. In any event, in Chaldean
times the delta was one vast garden;
the whole plain was studded with
prosperous and populous cities, set In
the midst of engirdling areas of wheat.
Indeed, It was from this very region
that wheat, at first found In a wild
and uncultivated state, was taken and
gradually transplanted all over- - the
world.
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"Eight years ago I got eczema all
over my hands. My fingers fairly bled
and It Itched until It almost drove me
frantic. The eruption began with
Itching under the skin. It spread fast
from between the fingers around the
nails and all over the whole hands. I
got a pair of rubber gloves In order to
wash dishes. Then It spread all over
the left side of my chest. A fine doctor treated the trouble two weeks, but
did me no good. I cried night and
day. Then I decided to try Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment but without much
hope as I had gone so long. There
was a marked change the second day,
and so on until I was entirely cured.
The Cutlcura Soap we have always
kept In our home, and we decided
after that lesson that It Is a cheap
soap In price and the very best In
quality. My husband will use no other
soap In his shaving mug." (Signed)
Mrs. G. A. Selby, Redonda Beach-- ,
Cal., Jan. 15, 1911. Although Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers everywhere, a sambook, will
ple of each, with
be mailed free on application to
"Cutlcura," Dept. L, Boston.

Mr. William A. Rarlforil will answer
questions and Rive advice FHEK OF
COST on all subjects pcrtnVnlnff to the
subject of building,
the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Ih, without doubt, the highest authority
on all theHO subjects. Address all inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 178 West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111., and only
stamp for reply.
enclose two-ce-
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In the building of a town situated

In a rolling country the level tracts
are usually the first to be occupied.

Next come those which are easily and
Inexpensively graded, and finally the
side hill lots, offering problems in
building that many people are prone
to avoid.
The situation on a hill side or gentle
slope, however. Is exceedingly attractive. It offers, first, a fine outlook.
The houses overtop each other like the
seats in a theater, and each commands
not only a larger view, but more of
the sunshine, more of the breeze, and
a certain amount of added privacy
which cannot be secured when all the
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above the ground Is due not entirely
to a desire to avoid deep excavation,
but comes as the result of this old
Idea of a terrace and a little formal
garden to connect the house with Its
surroundings.
The high hill, therefore, or a part
of It, In the form of a hillside lot.
should o.f er no Insurmountable difficulty to the builder.
But following
out the Idea of the terrace he should
strive for a design fitted to the larger
elevation upon which the house Is to
be placed. In the country, where one
usually has a larger area from which
to pick a site, the problem is much
simpler room must of course be allowed for the stable or garage. Ease
of access must be considered, and also
the relation of the dwelling to other
parts of the property. But If It has
been decided to place the bouse on the
side of a knoll certain things must be
studied in order to secure the best
results. The shape of the knoll Itself
should determine the contour of the
house. Placed on a hilltop where the
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Ancient Mexico,
We know nothing of Mexico, ot
course, prior to the year 1517, when
It was discovered by Fernando Cor- tez. The history of the City of Mexico, as preserved in the native annals,
goes back to the year 1325, when It
was founded by the Aztecs, the mas
ter race of the country at the time of
the coming of the Spaniards. Of the
"civilization,"
that existed
prior to the Spanish conquest, it can
be authoritatively asserted that It
was simply the "higher type of bar
barism" and In no sense civilization
as we understand the terra at the
present time. While considerably removed from savagery, the social state
by
of the Aztecs was characterized
much that was crude and cruel and
was far Inferior to the social condll-tlon- s
found .In contemporary Europe.
A Very good account of the old Mexican civilization Is found In Flake's
"Discovery of America."

Ancient Irish Idol.
Any one who knows the folklore of
Ireland will promptly recall Neevougl
as Monlgan's divil, when properly Invoked a valuable tutelary of such as
use the sea. The fullest account of
this strange, survival of Idolatrous
paganism Is recorded in the Earl ot
Roden's "Progress of the Reformation
in Ireland" (London. 1851).
"In the south island. In the house of
a man named Monigan, a stone idol,
called In the Irish Neevougl, has been
from time Immemorial religiously pre
served and worshipped. This god resembles In appearance a thick roll of
homespun flannel, which arises from
the custom of dedicating a dress of
that material to It whenever its aid is
sought; this Is sewn on by an old woman, Us priestess, whose particular care
It Is. Of the early history of this idol
no authentlo Information can be procured, but Its power Is believed to be
Immense. They pray to it In time of
sickness. It Is Invoked when a storm
is desired to dash some hapless ship
upon their coast, and again the exer
cise of its power is solicited In calming
the angry waves to admit of fishing or
visiting the mainland."
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Too Much Repetition.
"In America," says a contempo-rary- ,
"we need more things. Be it
ever bo homely, Smith's pond, If the
original name, is better than Fairy
Glen lake, or any other fanciful appellation. The difficulty is, there may
be a dozen Smith's ponds or Smith-yllle- s
In the same state. Even a good
name may be used too often. For
there are said to be ten Lin
coin streets and avenues In the newly
amalgamated city of Pittsburg. It la
the confusing repetition of names,
quite as much as the lack of Invention
Bhown In bestowing them, that often
causes dissatisfaction with familiar
names."

.
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WITH

ITCHING ECZEMA

should be more elevated care should
be taken to make the tower wide and
low, and the pitch of Its roof the same
as that of the mass of the building.
74ie design here shown Is a type of
house suitable for a hilltop or high
rise of ground. It Is not difficult to
Imagine the delights of a summer evening on this wide expanse of porch If
this house were on an elevation high
above the surrounding dwellings. The
building Is 36 feet wide and El feet
tn length. It has a reception hall 15
feet square and the parlor Is 15 feet, 6
Inches by 14 feet, 6 Inches In size. A
delightful living room is provided that
is 17 feet by 15 feet. The dining room
Is the same size. The kitchen Is 13
feet, 6 Inches, by 16 feet, 10 inches.
Access Is had to the'second floor by
a good sized stairway leading from the
reception hall. One of the features of
the second floor Is a sowing room,
which every woman will appreciate.
This room is 10 feet, 6 Inches square.
There Is one bedroom 15 feet, 6 Inches,
by 15 feet, another 17 feet, 6 inches,
by 13 feet, and a third bedroom 13 feet
by 15 feet The servant's room is 9
feet, 6 Inches by 8 feet. The bathroom is 9 feet, 6 Inches by 7 feet, 6
Inches. A noticeable feature about
thU house Is the large amount of closet room offered. There are six closets,
all of good size.
This house can be built at a moderate cost and will afford much delight
to the owner If placed on a rise of
ground on account of the abundance
of light offered by the numerous windows. A feature of modern construction' which is based on sanitary principles, Is an abundance of sunlight
which Is deemed essential to happiness and good health. Home builders
are coming more and more to appreciate these essentials in construction,
and it certainly.ls vital to the welfare
of the race.
This bouse Is estimated to cost sixty-fiv-e
hundred dollars when built substantially of good grade materials.
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Second Floor Plan.
ground falls away in all directions, the
lines of the house should conform to
First Floor Plan.
those of the site. The Blope of the
houses are on the same level. In fact, roof should repeat that of the hillside.
the fundamental principle in selecting Hipped or hooded, pierced by low dorthe site for a home is to find a rising mers and spreading out over the hillpiece of ground which will afford good top In long and pleasing lines, such a
drainage, and also add to the dignity bouse will add to the beauty of the
of the house to be placed on it. Ths landscape and well repay the extra
An Alibi.
early treatises on the building of an care given to the design. 'Since its
Mrs. Riley Is thot classical muslo
English dwelling make the narrow site is high Its windows and porches
terrace, banked against the founda- will afford a pleasing view, and un- your daughter be playing on th' plan-neMrs. GroganT
tion, a vital part of the design; and less the ground is heavily wooded no
Mrs. Grogan No. Three keys don't
the tendency of the ordinary present tower or lookout will be needed. When
day builders to Bet the house high desirable that a portion of the house sound, and four stick! Puck.
.

RACE OF MEN WERE GIANTS
Bones Recently Found Show Gigantic
Stature and a Low Order of

Intelligence.

Eleven skeletons of primitive men,
with foreheads sloping directly back
from the eyes, and with two rows of
teeth in the front upper Jaw, have
been uncovered in Craigshlll at
Wash. They were found
about twenty feet below the surface,
twenty feet back from the fce of the
slope, in a cement rock formation over
which was a layer of shale. The rock
was perfectly dry.
The Jaw bones, which easily break,
are so large that they will go around
the face of the man of today. The
other bones are also much larger than
those of the ordinary man. The femur
is twenty inches long, indicating,
scientists say. a man eighty inches
tall.
Thing
Matters.
That
One
The
J. P. Munson, professor of biology
very
to
the
When you come down
in
the state normal school, who lecbedrock of affairs nothing matters to tured before the International Biologa nation excepting h health and ical college In Austria last summer,
anmttr oi 1U b atlas.

,
Astonishing Experience.
The whale, after parting with Jonah, was gazing after hiB retreating
form.
"If any one had told me," murmusftd
the great mammal, bitterly, "that I
would find a man ready to jump down
my throat, I never would have, swal
lowed it whole."
Garfield Tea purifies the blood and clears
the complexion. Drluk before retiring.

A man Is Judged by the company
he keeps, and by the cigars he gives
away.
Dlokey'i Old Reliable
or weak eyes. Don't hurt.

oureg sore

Eye-wat-

Feels good.

Many a man looks like a statesman

who is not guilty.

You Owo it to Your

Stomach to Keep

ft

It Right With

IIOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
off age by

It wards

aiding and strengthening the stomach, correcting liver, kidney and

bowel disorders, restores appetite, puts
new life in

n,

run-dow-

bodies.

worn-o- ut

Use it How for

Bettor Health
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The Wretchedness
Constipation
of quickly
be overcome by
Can

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely ana
gently on the r
liver.
Cure
Biliousness,

Head-
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VILLL
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ache,
Dizzi

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature
To Take Observations of Apes.
The Journal oftbe American Medical association states that the scientific investigations at Tenerlffe have
received a new extension by the DAISY FLY KILLER S3? STKffi ft
erection of a station for observing df JBP' mwn.jwy.i iiiwiiv l.,. Hot, sli
namental, coHTnUiit
anthropoid apes. Prof. Rorhmann ot
obeap.
ll
latta
Md of
Berlin and Ftau Professor Selenka ot
ia.
spill
or
tip
can't
wtl,
Munich have been sent to Tenerlffe
orerj will not aoll or
Icjnra aoythtng.
by the department of education to
Guaranteed
TctlT.
make preparations to this end, since L.
Sold by dealer
aeut prepaid for IU
rl 100 DtXalb' Are.,
it may be expected that in the uni- EAJtOLD SOafEBl,
Brooklym, . X,
formly warm climate there the animals may be kept In the open air
through the entire year under the
conditions of life that are natural to
L. VICKERS, M. D. CURES
them.
ntuuia. nssure and mil rectal
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Sometimes Becomes Malady.
That persons have very diverse ideas
and tastes in music was exemplified In
an Incident at a pupils' vocal rcoltal
A young woman was having
lately.
quite a struggle with a song and one
woman In the audience said to her
companion:
"Isn't that a beautiful melody?"
The other looked bored and said:
"Tt
nunria tnnro lika A mnlpdv in
Melody

visited the spot and pronounced them
the bones of a primitive man.
The teeth In front are worn almost
down to the Jaw bones, due, Dr. Mun-kosays, to eating uncooked foods and
crushing hard substances with the
The sloping skull, be Bays,
teeth.
shows an extremely low order of Intelligence, far earlier than that of the
Indians known to the whites.

n

Climate and Speech.
It is a curious suggestion that a
country's speech may be dependent
on the average of the temperature in
that country. Yet. such a suggestion
has been seriously offered by a distinguished British Bcientlst who has
been engaged in research In Thibet.
He ascribes the excessive use ot consonants in the speech of Thibet to
the Intense cold that prevails in that
land. .
A peculiarity of the language of the
Thibetans. In common with that of
the RuBslahs and most arctle regions,
is the existence of remarkably few
vowels in their words and an extraordinarily )arg number of consonants.
Indeed, tUl.4 authority points out, bo

full of consonants are the Thibetan
words, that most of them could be
d
articulated with almost
mouth, a circumstance that evidently proceeds from the enforced necessity in that region of keeping one's
lips closed as far as possible against
the cutting cold when speaking.
Harper's Weekly.
semi-close-

'Quite Matter of Fact.
An article In one ot the magazines
on "The Menace of Cape Race" recalls
a .little story. The priest at Trepas-sey- ,
which is near the dangerous cape,
was dining with Bishop Power of St.
John.
"How will your people get along this
winter?" asked the bishop.
"Very well, my lord," was the
prleBt's cheerful answer, "with the
help of God and a few wrecks."
A
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Study In Refbrm.
Is a strong reform agita-

"That man

tor."
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum;
"but he sees only the reforms that he
can claim credit for. , I don't know
whether to call him a grtat reformer
or a big advertiser,"

UscricfalsTacIiGovcrs
They la.it for yean and will not runt no be
to uny site BttkCk, will stive Us ooti the flint
kMioa. fc'or prlue lut vu4 full piirUculam xi4roi,
IHI rAHUS KEIAl GRANARY CO. WICHITA. KAIL

INCOMPLETE RETURNS.

BEST OF SHORTCAKES
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Mott Delicious Confection It That
Made With 8our Cream and Soda
-General Proposition of the
Compounding.

w

In tha list of strawberry
and, all In all, the most satisfactory, is the strawberry shortcake.
This la the testimony not of one person or two but It la true by a sort of
national acclamation.
Perhaps there l not a (train of
i
doubt but that the original strawberry
shortcake was made with a very rich
biscuit dough, and so made before
baking powder was in general use
soda biscuit dough' and made of the
small wild strawberry. A rich dough
In our grandmothers' day had plenty
of cream in It, and the finished product was called a cream biscuit. I
know pretty positively about this, for
the first time I ever put my hands to
flour was In the making of these same
"cream biscuits" biscuits shortened
mostly with rich and heavy sour
'
cream.
These biscuits took the butter beautifully, Just as muffins made with
cream do, better than almost any bak-lrf- g
powder biscuits are likely to do,
and they were consequently very hospitable to strawberry Juice.
Young cooks of today do not learn
the knack of using soda, but the strawberry shortcake,
made with sour
cream and soda, is the one most delicious cake, and the undoubted original, from which there have been
many aberrations.
Even when It is
a bit yellow, as it ought never to be,
and even if It Is a bit soggy, as it may
turn out when made by the inexperienced. It has a taste when combined
wth strawberries that Is the strawberry shortcake taste.
The safe strawberry shortcake one
that will never be soggy is one made
with baking powder and an egg, the
flour being sifted twice and perhaps
thrice over. The amount of shortening used may vary, but the more shortening, within reason, the more of a
short cake it is and the nicer with the
berry Juice. The general proportions
are as follows: To one cup pastry
flour, two teaspoons of baking powder,
teaspoon of salt, add the
shortening, from one to four table-erjon- a
of sugar, one egg or only the
ySffdr the white only, and. a good
third of a"cup of milk always make
the dough as soft as it can be handled.
Prom four to six even tablespons of
butter may be used or half butter and
half lard the butter Is, of course,
best. One gets a daintier looking cake
by using the white of egg only, and
one that la better tasting if the cake
cannot be eaten while warm. With
but little shortening a very good cold
'whipped cream, can be made in this
way. When served hot a cake made
with the whole egg or the yolk only
what most people would probably
J has
think the more agreeable flavor.
1
TA single cup of .flour will make a
liitjo nine uarvfj iui iuui iicuiiid, uivuu
shortening with the dry mixture, add
ret Ingredients, turn out on floured
board, net into shape with spoon, and
flatten with rolling pin. Or drop the
roll of dough on a round floured baking tin and pat down till very even,
with hand.
Such a cake must be split, but a hot
knife will not work any harm in a hot
cake made of baking powder, but In
making one of soda it Is better to
avoid the splitting by making two
cakes. Butter the top of one, place
the other upon It, and bake. A cake
well seasoned with butter takes the
strawberry Juice In a most acceptable
way, and a cake baked In this layer
fashion may be one of the supremely
delicious sort. Washington Star.
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Wanted to Know the Culprit.
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The following etory was told recenthprm
Srtii
ly by Austin Haines to a party of
Clorfittl Suytt
Yrrvor
WinhrgretH
friends he entertained at luncheon:
"Down in a little Florida town two
A perfect Remedy for Constipanegro families live in shanties about
tion . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
a stone's throw apart. They obtain
Worms .Convulsions Jeverish-ncs- s
their drinking water from a shallow
2 d LOSS OF SLEEP
open well located midway between the
two houses. A fence which separates
3
Facsimile Signature of
the two yards Is built up to the well
8
on "both sides. Every evening after
her day's work is done, it Is the cusThe Centaur Company,
tom of one of the negro mammies to
'NEW YORK.
up
pick
buckets and go to the well for
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One day the owner, of the
water.
property moved the fence back about
ten feet from where It originally stood.
That evening when Eliza started out
Guaranteed under the Foodaij
with her pall she fixed her eye on the
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
TMB OBNTAUN
fence and made straight for It WalkOOMPAWV. NSW YORK OITV.
ing hurriedly along the beaten path,
she plunged Into the shallow well with
On Land and Sea,
a splash. Her screams brought imA WONDERFUL B!SC3VERY.
"Circumstan jes alter cases even in In thUntioof research nnd ox fMr intent, nil nntnr
mediate assistance, and as she climbbytlioRclcniirt;forLtopeuiiifortiind h:tp- If
ransacked
ed out and spied the fence ten feet human nature."
HeUmco hits tmlwd nmdo if.untsTrida
ftnPHnof man.
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and nmonK tlie hv no means
"Yes. Take Jorklns, for instance. least important
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solo reliance of medical men. Jt is of course Impossible to tell sufferers oil we should like to tell ihetn
"I met your daughter," he an ship sinks."
like to
6 hurt- article, but those who would
in
"I see. ' On land, Jorklns Is the fel- knowthismore about this remedy
that hna effected bo
nounced, "at a Fifth avenue reception.
say,
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miraculous
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New
The old man turned to his card window seat in his homebound street or No.French
is what they requl re and have been seeking
In vain during a lite of misery, buffertnfi, ill
car."
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Index.
and unhappinens. Themplon Is soldhy druggists of
mall fl.UU. FoujforaCo., tteekniun tit Now Yifrk.
"Which daughter?" he asked.
TO DRIVE OUT MAT.AKIA
AMI 111 ILD IT THE SYSTFM
"It's Miss Ethel."
Take the Old Ktnnilurd URDVK'8 TAKTIU.KStj
1HJNIO.
You know what you are Uikinu.
"All right," said the old man? CHILI.
PAR.CER'3
The formula Is ulninly printed on every buttle,
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"Make It 4:30 and I'll attend the wed- showin ( It Is slniply (Quinine itnd Iron In a tasteless
ClfiWMi and beautifies th halt
rt
form, and the uiost effectual form. For gruwa
..
iOLxuria.ni
srrowtn.
ding. I have an engagement at the people and children, 60 cents.
FvT
FKover Foils to Best or Gray
other hour."
A woman can easily- win In any
it was ordered. This is a snappy
age. Pittsburg Post.
kind of an argument with a man if
she knows Just when to turn on the
briny flow.
8olld Ivory.
"Yes," confessed Mr. Dorklns, "It
Ixja K r.
U1
r n:t atstyuiuir
Is something to conQuality quantity
H!E!ia&ClAR ALWAYS RELIABLE
I engaged the man sider
serves me right.
la purcliusintf a remedy for
to move our goods, and I forgot to ask
or as a laxative. How about Gui tield Teal
Raofpfc of this paper desiring to buy
htm how mnch he was going to charge
anything advertised in its col
Men may be born modest, but
me for the Job. If ever I do such
umns should insist upon having what they
have to acquire all they
a thing again, Maria, you can have
ask for.refusing all substitutes or imitations
my head for a football."
When a mnn's conscience troubles
"It would be a good deal more profitW. N. U., WICHITA, NO.
able, John," said Mrs. Dorkins, "to him he thinks he has Indigestion.
cut It up Into billiard bajls." Chicago
Tribune.
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Foods

Promotes Digcstion,Chcerful-ncssan- d
Rcst.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
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assortment, all the acme
of quality and reasonable in
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Bears the
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Don't accept a substitute.
Libby's Foods present a wide
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their real quality you will
always want them. ,
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Signature
First Lawyer How often was Mr.
Millions married?
Second Lawyer Can't tell you. The
notices of contests over the estate
have only juBt begun to 'come In.
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the Stomachs and Dowels of

Once you have learned

At Every
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mm

PER CENT

AVegctable Preparation

Hot or cold, they are
servable in a jiffy, and equal
the imported kind in taste
and flavor.
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The Kind You llavo
Always Bought
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fVienna
Sausage

Always Buy

u

7U

and your appetite is
keen and y,ou try to think
of some tasty things to eat
don't tax your mind
don't fret and fume. Order

des-lert- a,

one-fourt- h

HEN it's meal time
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The Two Sexes.
Miss Lillian Russell, at a birthday
supper in New Tork, was congratulated on her unfading beauty and on
her high spirits.
Miss Russell, laughing gaily, replied:
"A woman Is as happy, you know,
as she looks pretty."
"And a man?" said her Interlocutor,
"Oh, a man," she answered, "is as
happy as he feels important.''
Impractical on the Faoe of It.
"I understand," Bald Mr. Erastus
Plnkley, "dat dey has Invented a
machine foh washin' an' lronin'
money."
"Go 'long, man," replied Miss Miami Brown. "You knows des as well
as I does dese white folks aln' g'lneter
r
leave no clothes lines full o'
bills hangln' out In de yard."
Washington Star.
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A Matter of Names.
Chamois Rag Enough for Two.
"What is the difference between
pomme de terre and potato?" "About
An upper grade teacher In one of
two dollars." Harvard Lampoon.
the Kansas City schools was cleaning
the blackboard with a large piece of
chamois.
When Your Eyes Need Care
"My, but you use a' large chamois!"
Try Murine Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feels laughingly
remarked another teacher.
Fine Acts Quickly. Try it for Bed, Weak,
Watery Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. Illus"Yes,
and
it's large enough for two.
trated Boob In eacb Package. Murine Is Use It
whenever you need it."
compounded by onr Oculists nut a "Patent Mede
icine" but used In successful Physicians'
"Oh, you don't think I have that
for many yearn. Now dedicated to the Public and sold by lrueirists at 26c and bUo per Bottle. much cheek?"
Murine Kys t)ale In AsepUo Tubes, too and ouu.
Murine Eye Remedy Co.. Chloago
No Wife's Cooking for Them.
Mrs. Crlmsonbeak This paper says
Pertaining to' War.
Have you ever noticed how easy it that rarely Indeed is a wealthy Turk
Is to confuse the two words martial seen at his wife's dinner table.
Mr. Crlmsonbeak
Yes, I underand marital, when one sees them in
stand the Turks live a long time.
print?

.
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Prao-tlo-

A splendid and highly recommended
remedy for tired, weak, Inflamed eyes,
Renovating Ostrich Feathers.
If your white ostrich feathers are and granulated eyelids. Is Faxtine Anat druggists, 25c a box or sent
valuable the safest plan for you to tiseptic,
postpaid on receipt of price by The
In
place
to
them
will
be
the
follow
Paxton Toilet Co.. Boston, Mass.
bands of a professional dyer to have
them cleaned, and recolored accordEvery time a girl sees a handsome
ing to your desire. Dye chemicals are young man
she wonders whose sweetdifficult for an amateur to handle suche
is.
heart
expensive
and
articles,
such
cessfully,
as fine ostrich feathers, might easily
It always makes good! .What? flarfleld
process
of attemptbe ruined in the
Tea, tlie Natural Laxative, composed entirely
The dyer will also of pure, wholesome and healihj;lvlujr herbs.
ed renovation.
recurl for you as necessary and reA jealous
woman enables
his
sults wl'l be really satisfactory.
Satanic majesty to take a ' vacation
Two-Ea- g
Cake,
now and then.
One cup sugar, one tablespoon butcup milk, two eggs Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing; Syrup for Children
f
ter,
teething, aoftena the gums, reduces Inflamma(yolks), two teaspoons baking pJw-detion, allays pain, oures wind colic, ISo a bottle.
salt,
flavor,
cups
scant two
a little
you
have been having poor
flour. If
A woman laughs when she can and
luck with cake, try above and report weeps when she will. Proverb.
success.

It's easier for a mother to train up
her son in the way he should go than
it is for her to prevent him from going some other woman's way a few
years later.

Koaa to

omrori

A vanished thirst a cool body and a refreshed one; the
sure way the only way is via a glass or bottle of

Ideally delicious

pure as purity

pVpf, Onr Kt
St- -

crisp and sparkling as frost.

booklet, tellinr of

Coca-Co-

Demsnd the Genuine ss made by

THE

COCA-COL-

A

CO., Atlanta, ga.

Wbenerer
yon see sn
Arrow Ibinlc
ol

A man thinks a girl Is perfectly
proper who refuses to kiss him because he can't think of any other reason why bhe should refuBe.
Health All Important.
It Is more sensible to pay serious
attention to the .health of the nation
than to sing patriotic songs.

Many a man hides his wife's coffin
with roses, who never gave her a
bill to do. as she pleased with.
live-doll-

one-hal-

r,

Silver Polish.
Cream of tartar, two ounces; prepared chalk, two ounces; pulverized
alum', one ounce; water sufficient to
make a paste. Apply with soft cloth.
Allow to dry and polish with dry cloth.

in

Garfield Tea, a laxative of superior quality! For those suffering with cousiipntlou.

A loafer Is an animal that feeds on
a worker's time.
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"BRYAN TRAITOR TO ME AND
TO THE PARTY" CLARK

Declares for presidential preference
primaries. Directs national committee to provide for selection at pri- BRYAN
maries of members of national comCalls Nebraskan's Explanation of Vote
mittee.
Aspersion on DemoPledges party to enactment of law
SELECTION "Outrageous
SAYSPLATFORM prohibiting
cratic Party and on Me."
campaign contributions by
corporations and unreasonable campaign contributions by individuals.
Baltimore, June 29. After his con
DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION
Favors single presidential term and NEBRASKAN SAYS THAT CLARK
rerence with Mr. Hearst, Senator DEMOCRATS
HIGH
ATTRIBUTE
BREAKS ALL RECRD3 FOR
making president Ineligible to
Stone, David R. Francis and others,
HAS NOT ACTED WRONG.
COST OF LIVING TO THE PROfepeaker Clark Issued the following
TIME OF DEADLOCK.
FULLY, BUT
Felicitates Democratic congress on
statement:
T
TECTIVE TARIFF LAW.
Its record, enumerating
important
In the national convention
. 'Today
achievements, and pledges an ade- IIP
DELEGATES TIRED AND PEEVISH an outrageous aspersion was cast upon
irt-rrn
i
quate navy.
me and through me upon the Demo
nc
IU
fll
raiLtu
"WOULD
MAKE PRIVATE
Denounces Republican administra
party
cratic
by one who of all men
Little Change In Votes All Day Mon- ought to
tion on charge of extravagance and
be the last to besmudge or
MONOPOLY IMPOSSIBLE" demands .return to
day Roll Call Became Mechanical
betray his friends, or his party. So
simplicity and If He Sees No Difference In Two
economy befitting a Democratic eov- While
Fatigued
far as I am personally concerned It Is
He Should Not Resent CritCandidates
ernment.
enough to say that the charge which Republican
Sought Vainly to Adjourn
icism, Says Colonel Bryan.
Party
to
Failed
Redeem
Favors efficient supervision
reflects upon my personal or party
and
Quit at 12:43.
rate regulation of railroads, express
Promises Made In 1908 For Down
Integrity Is utterly and absolutely
Baltimore, July 1. Mr. Bryan
companies, telegraph and telephone
false. I might afford to forget myself,
ward Revision of the Tariff,
last night to Speaker Champ
lines, and a valuation of these oomDa- Baltimore, July 2. The deadlock In but r am the choice of the Demo
They Claim..
nies by the inter state commerce com Clark's demand that the Nebraskan
the Democratic national convention cartic majority of the house of repremission, and also lecislatlon against prove or retract the general charge
over a presidential nomination seemed sentatives the l nklng official Demo
e
more complicated than ever when ad. crat in public life. I cannot be false
of stocks' of these cor made in convention that the riarir
forces had allied themselves with the
Baltimore, Maryalnd Bristling with porations.
Journment was taken at 12:43 this or corrupt without reflecting upon my
Democratic DroEressivism. the nlatprivileged classes.
In connection with a demand for
In hl
morning until noon today. Woodrow party in the most serious way.
.Wilson had made steady gains during
Any man who would enter Into an form on which the Democratic party such revision of the bankinn lawa as statement Mr. Bryan said '.
i have received notice hv niihiiea.
Monday's balloting until he reached a alliance with any selfish Interest or will stand was comDleted lata today will give temporary relief in case of
r
mark of 501i2 votes on the privileged class of this country to gain by the committee on resolutions and financial distress, there Is
denunci tion only. The only criticism I have
thirty-nintballot. He remained sta the nomination for the presidency Is awaits only the approval of the pres-- l ation of the Aid rich bill prepared by made against Mr. Clark is not that he
tionary on the fortieth ballot and then unworthy of the presidency and of the dential nominee to be presented to the tne monetary commission. The nroa has acted wrongfully, but that h h
ent method of depositing government failed to act, I may
began to lose ground. The last bal speakership of the house. If I have convention.
the
The document Is the result of 48 funds Is condemned and the party is Importance of the presidential office,
lot was the
when Gover- not entered Into such an alliance, then
nor Wilson polled 494 votes.
the Democrat, however distinguished hours' work by the committee. It Is pieugeo. to the enactment of a law but I have felt that an aspirant for
Speaker Champ Clark reached the who wantonly charges me with the almost entirely new. altnmiEh the rec for the deposit of such funds bv com that office ought to manage his own
lowest ebb of his candidacy on the bal act is a traitor to the Democratic party ommendations of New York were fol petitlve bidding In state or national campaign and not allow people to do
lot where Wilson reached a crest. He and to his professed friendship to me. lowed in many Dartlculars.
banks as discrimination as to localllty. things for him without his direct and
I am not here to plead for a nomlna
The document covers every sublect
went down to 422 votes at that time,
Kecommends Investigation of aerl specific authority.
but Immediately began to pick up, and tion or to attempt to influence any of importance which has been the sub cultural credit societies In Euronn to . "The papers announced that Mr.
had gone to 430 when adjournment man s political action. Let every man lect of party discussion In four years. ascertain whether a system of rural Clark was neutral between Mr. Parker
Members of the committee pyiifphs credits may he devised suitable to con- and myself in the temporary
proceed in this convention according
was taken.
chair- -'
manshlp fight, and that he Informed
The speaker came over to Baltimore to his convictions and the expressed general satisfaction with the planks, ditions in the United States.
Pledges party to enactment of lea-- . his supporters to vote as they pleased;
during the evening and was a guest at will of his constituents. I ask no undue and William J. "Brvan who took an
the home of Mayor Preston, near
consideration from any man, be he active part in framing them, predicted islation to prevent devastation of Ixw. If that contest were purely a question
hall.. He returned to Wash friend or foe, but I demand exact jus thai it would arouse the disapproval er Mississippi, valley by flood and the between Judge Parker and myself, as
Ington shortly before midnight.
tice from every Democrat either in this of less than a dozen members of the control of the Mississippi is declared Individuals, his refusal to take part
to be a national, rather than a state would not be material, although- - he
convention or throughout the nation convention.
Under the new rule, the nlatform problem. The maintenance of a navi never sent out a piece of literature of
A weary, bedraggled, peevish aggre- With William J. Bryan and his- charge
naa a speech made In his behalf that
gate of delegates and alternates drift- made in the convention today, the is will not be presented to the convention gable channel also is recommended.
Repeats party declaration of nlt. did not represent him as my special'
ed into the convention hall last night sue is proof or retraction. I shall ex until after the nomination of the can
lor-or ius as to rights of labor, champion for sixteen years. If he ditf-- .
didates.
with a long, dreary night session in pect him to meet that issue.
(Signed)
Planks of the Democratic platform. and pledges the party to an employes' trlbuted any literature - in which 1.
prospect. They confronted the same
"CHAMP CLARK."
compensation law..
At the hour the statement was Is- summarized are:
associated his name with Parker's, I
monotonous grind of Baltimore that
Declares the unnecessary
Reaffirms party's devotion to the
with shall be glad to withdraw this statehad continued from lust Friday morn- sued, 1:40 a. m., Mr. Bryan had retir
ing, when the first vote had developed ed for the night, leaving word that he principles of Democratic government drawal of public land tends to retard ment upon inspection of the litera."
development and brings reproach upon ture.
as formulated by Jefferson.
the deadlock on a presidential nomina- was not to be disturbed.
"But the contest between " .Tiiitp-Declares for a tariff for revenue policy or conservation; that.reserva-tion- s
tion was cast after an
session.
should be limited to
only; denounces the high Republican
Parker and myself was not a Dereonal
Almost a full week of controversy
tariff as the principal cause of the which they purport to serve; favors contest and everybody excent Mr.
between rival factions had sorely tried
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
unequal distribution of wealth.
Droaaest liberality In administering Clark knew this. It was between! the patience and tempers of the deleCOMMITTEE.
gates and the crowd which gathered,
Faovrs immediate downward re land laws and says forest reserve ad- progressive Democracy on the one side
Maryland-Mem- bers
Baltimore,
vision of present duties, especially mitting homestead entries within the and reactionary Democracy on, - the
was ordinarily an irritable and excitof the new democratic
upon necessaries of life." Also favors national forest, should not be nulli other, and I contend that in such a
able one. The tensity of the situation
national committee so far electgradual reduction so' as not to Inter- fied by administrative reeriilatlonn' o. contest It was Mr. Clark's duty to take
had shown itself in a semi-rio- t
on the
ed are:
fere with pr destroy legitimate in- clares for Immediate action to moire one side or the other, if in his Judg-- 1
floor during the afternoon when Will1-laAlabama Wm. Dorsey Jelka.
dustries. Denounces President Taft for available Alaskan oaI lands and afe. ment there is any material difference
Jennings Bryan found himself in
Arizona Reese M. Ling.
guarding of lives of miners. " ..
between the twa kinds of Democracy
vetoing tariff bills of last congress.
the midst of half a score of fist fights.
Favors enocuragement of aerlcnl.
Condemns Republican party "for
Police were warned to exert extraordiJohn B. Sanford.
nary vigilance in the future.
failure to redeem its promises of 1908 ture and legislation to suppress gam- ence, he has no right to Complain of
The
Colorado Thomas J. McCue.
bling In agricultural products.
for downward revision."
slow rise and fall of, the vote of the
criticism at the hands of those who
Connecticut 'Homer Cummins
Believes in fostering; urowth of a believe that there is a vital differ
Takes issue with the Republican
favorite candidates throughout the
Delaware
Willard Salisbury.
platform as to the high cost of liv- merchant marine and urges speedy en- ence.
day had increased the steadily growFlorida John T. Crawford.
ing, contending it Is largely due to actment of laws for greater security
ing bitterness of the past week and
"I have tried to advise Mri Clark-Georgia 'Clark Howell.
Of life and "nronertv at
high tariff laws.
In his own interest, as I believe, as
last night a match of offense, touched
Iaho P. H. Elder.
Reaffirms previous declaration a re. well as In the Interest of the Dartv. '
to the exciteemnt; would have set the
Favors vigorous enforcement of the
Illinois Chas. RoeschenBtein.
criminal features of the
t
entire convention ablaze.
law. gardlng pure food and public health. and it is a source of great disappoint
Indiana 'Thomas Taggart.
favors reorganization of the Hvii ment to me that he should have Hate.
Demands such additional legislation as
It was on this situation that many
Iowa 'M, J. Wade.
may be necessary to crush private mo- service and says lawB should be hon- ed to personal enemies of mine more
leaders based hopes of a final vote and
Kansas 'Wm. Sapp.
nopoly. Favors prohibition of holding estly and rigidly enforced.
man he has to me.
a nomination before the night was
Kentucky 'John C. C. Mayo.
Recommends law reform legislation.
companies,
Interlocking
over. They argued that the weary delIn using the word 'disappointment directors,
Louisiana 'Robert Ewlng.
Reaffirms position azalnKt "nollcv of l ao not use it in a personal sense.
egates, tried by a week of work, would
stock watering, etc.
Maryland 'J. Fred Talbott.
Condemns Republican administration imperialism and colonial exploitation" for I have no desire to Impose my
break from the hard and fast lines that
Maine E. L. Jones.
for "compromising with Standard Oil in nmppines.
have been holding and throw enough
advice upon him; but I feel that it la
Massachusetts
Welcomes Arizona and New MatIpo not presumption for me to assume that
company and tobacco trust."
votes to one of the candidates to end
Michigan 'Edwin Lynch.
I am better acquainted with the senDenounces as "usurpation" the ef to sisterhood of states.
the agony of suspense. Others conMississippi Robert Powell.
Demands for Alaska full enlovmont timent of the people than those who
forts of Republicans to deprive states
tended that the situation made imposMissouri 'Edward F. Goltra.
of their rights and to enlaree nowers of rights and privileges of territorial have had his ear, and I am sure that
sible an agreeemnt on any one of the
Montana
'
J. Bruce Kremer.
torm of government
of the federal government.
I speak for a larger number.
candidates now before the convention.
Nebraska
P. L. Hall.
Refers to Russian treatv anrl renews
They pointed to today's physicall clash
'There Is," says the Dlatform. "no
"I am sure, too, that I am as dis
Nevada
twilight zone between the nation and pieage to preserve "sacred rlehta of interested as those upon whose coun
between the Clark and Wilson forces
New
Hampshire
'Eugene
the state in which exploiting interests American citizenship at home and sel he relies, for I have no Interest In
as an evidence that the feeling was
Reed.
aDroaav
can take refuge from .both."
bo bitter that neither would allow
the subject except my Interest In the
New Mexico
Favors parcels nost and evtenntnn .r principles and policies which can be
Urges peopel to suDDOrt nronnaed
enough votes to go to the other to
New Jersey 'Robert
Hudsconstitutional amendments pending In rural delivery.
advanced through the electidn of a
peth.
Favors encouragement
pan nmn. Democratic president.
various state legislatures, providing
New
eny
York
do given Panama canal exposi
for an income tax and election of
BRYAN CALLED 'MARPLOT
"I believe Mr. Clark is right
North
Carolina 'Josephus
United States senators by direct vote tlon.
but during the last few days he
BY NEW YORKER
Daniels.
Commends' to the states adnntlnn of has been misled and has failed to take
of the people. As justification of the
North Dakota
demands of the pany for publicity of law maKing it offense to discriminate advantage of the opportunities preVitriolic Speaker Ranks Nebraskan
Ohio E. H. Moore.
campaign expenditures, attention is di- against the uniform of the TTnlterl sented to throw his influence entirely
With Morgan, Belmont and Ryan
Oklahoma Robert Galbralth.
rected "to the enormous expenditure states.
Into the balance when questions ct
Then Votes for Wilson.
Oregon Will R. King.
Renews declaration of last t,latform gerat importance were at Issue."
of money In behalf of the "resident
Pennsylvania
Baltimore, July 1. John B. Stanch-fielA.
and his predecessor In the recent presi- regarding generous pension Dolicv.
Mitchell
BRVAN BALK8 AT TAM- New York delegate, spoke from
Palmer.
tterers to the rule of the people and
dential contest."
says:
platform
the
explaining his vote and
Rhode Island 'George
MANY'S NEAR STAMPEDE
W.
ine democratic party offers It
championing New York as a decisive
Greene.
seir to trie country as an aeonnv
through which the complete overthrow "I Won't Vote for Clark as Long as
factor in Democracy.
South Carolina 'B. R. TillNew York, Controlled by Murphy,
man.
and expiration of corruntion fraud
Stanchfield declared that the integ
rity of New York delegates had been
and machine rule In American politics
South Dakota
Does," He Says. "Are You a
Impugned and insulted and New York
can be effected."
Tennessee
Democrat." He Is Asked.
had a right to he heard.
The conclusion of the Dlatform navn- Texas Cato Sells. '
"Our platform Is one of principles
Stanchfield denounced Bryan as
Utah Wm. R. Wallace.
Baltimore, June 29. Under the
which we believe to be essential to our guise of explaining a change of vote
"that
Vermont 'Thomas II. Browne.
publicity-huntinVirginia-Washin- gton
national welfare, and Invites
marplot from Nebrasin the Nebraska delegation, Wm. J.
ka."
of all citizens who believe in Bryan got another hearln in the Dem- John Pattlson.
maintaining unimpaired ' the institu- ocratlc national convention today and
Stanchfield's bitter characterization
West Virginia 'John T.
of Bryan was received with cheers
tions and traditions of our country."
again threw the delegates and specta
mingled with some hiHses. The speaktors into a disorderly uproar.
Wisconsin 'Jos. E. Da vies.
er maintained that the New York delBryan, who under primary lnstmin.
Wyoming James E. Osbourne.
FIST
FIGHT
ON
FLOOR.
egation was the ablest ever sent to
A. .J. Doly.
tions, had been voting for Cbamp
Alaska
a national convention.
.
District of Columbia Edwin
Sergeant At Arms Stops Woman Clark, announced that he would not
A. Newmann.
"No man branded with Bryanlsm can
vote for hlra again while New York
Carrying Clark Banner to
come within half a million of carrying
was included In the Clark column. He
Hawaii John H. Wilson.
Stage.
New York,"
changed his vote to Woodrow Wilson,
exclaimed Stanchfield,
Porto Rico Henry W. Dooley.
amid cheers.
Philippines R. T. Mauley.
but defiantly declared he would change
Convention Hall, Baltimore, June again if "Mr. Murphy"
Stauchfield bitterly attacked Bryan
and "The
29. A woman tried to carry a Clark
as one of the plutocrats whose name
crowd should
banner
to
stage
during the dem vote for Wilson.
the
should be linked with Morgan, Belonstration. When an assistant
mont and Ryan. "Any man who had James Elected Permanent Chairman.
Bryan was assailed from the floon
stoped her, there was
bJen writing for pay from the Chicago
an exchange of blows ' between two' that hU speech be stopped and by
r
Republican convention should be exBaltimore, Maryland Senator
men at the very foot of the stage ere wno demanded to know oth,'
pelled from this convention," he said. elect Ollle James oT Kentucky, at a
lft
he
stairs. A big picture of WiUon would support the nominee. Brvan ai,i
"Mr. Bryan is opposed to any can harmony meeting of the committee on
hoiBted from the floor to the galler- he "expected to do so,"
didate except Mr. Bryan."
permanent organization today, was
but he also ex.
ies, and labeled "Our Next Preal-dent,- " pected the convention to nomlnste a
Btanchflold closed with announces. named for permanent chairman of the
renewed the cheer of the Wil- man without the lusport "of the in.
Jilt vote tor Wilson,
I
national convention
GOV. WOODROW WIL80N
son delegate!.
teresti,"
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